
Are you embracing the digital age?
The demands facing finance are evolving—and bookkeeping and transaction processing 
are no longer the primary functions. Modern finance organizations must keep up with 
shortened cycle times, analyze detailed data, and partner on business decisions. If your 
organization is falling behind, it’s not too late to embrace digital.

Our Finance  
Effectiveness offerings 

General finance improvement 
We review your current state across 
people, process, technology, and data 
to identify pain points, recommend 
areas for improvement, and help deliver 
lasting, purposeful change. 

Procure-to-pay optimization 
Procure-to-pay is a significant value 
driver across your P&L, balance sheet, 
and cash flow statement. We bring 
practical, nimble solutions to even the 
most complex problems. 

Global business services enhancement 
We help move your global business 
services and shared services 
environment to the next level of 
maturity. We advise on strategy, process 
transitions, establishing analytics and 
digital capabilities, and more.

Here’s what we bring:

Leading practices developed through working with a robust  
Fortune 500 client base

Industry-specific expertise incorporating right fit solutions 

Deep understanding of finance operating model improvement across 
record-to-report, procure-to-pay, and order-to-cash

A hands-on approach and practical solutions from strategy  
through execution

Strong change management strategies that bring transformation  
to life in complex organizations



Creating positive change through digital finance
Clearsulting’s innovative problem solving and proven technology workflows help 
finance leaders embrace digital to become better business partners. Acting as a 
link across your business, we connect your vision with the processes, technology, 
and systems that yield success. We offer enterprise performance management, 
finance effectiveness, record-to-report, risk advisory, and treasury services that 
take a digital-minded approach to push your business further. 

This material has been prepared by Clearsulting for general informational purposes only and is not intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax, or other professional advice. Please refer to your 
advisors for specific advice. Clearsulting shall not be responsible for any loss sustained by any person who relies on this publication. © 2022 Clearsulting LLC. All rights reserved.

Get started
Implementing meaningful, lasting 
change across finance requires 
well-defined objectives, a clear 
understanding of existing roadblocks, 
and comprehensive solutions.

When you’re ready to transition  
towards becoming a more mature 
business partner, let’s talk. 

get.started@clearsulting.com

www.clearsulting.com

Why work with us? 
Beyond our extensive finance experience, you’ll also benefit from: 

• A no frills, pragmatic approach to achieving your objectives

• A strong culture that puts you first and encourages collaboration

• Leading practice experience developed alongside some  
of the most mature finance organizations in the world

• A team that works side by side with you and is motivated by what  
we do and how we do it

• The right combination of resources, expertise, and methodology


